392-6 (PULL BELOW CENTER)
FOR 388 CYLINDER ASSY, TL OR DT APPLICATIONS

DEVICE & TRIM

CORRESPONDS TO CENTERLINE OF DEVICE

DEVCE APPLICATION SCHEDULE
33A/35A RIM (388 CYL. ASSY. OR DT)
33/3527A (388 CYL. ASSY., TL OR DT)
33/3527A-F (388 CYL. ASSY. OR TL)

OUTSIDE FACE OF DOOR

LHR SHOWN RHR OPPOSITE

⁵⁄₁₆" DIA. DEVICE SIDE
2 PLACES

³⁄₄" DIA.
OUTSIDE
2 PLACES

6 ¹⁄₄"

3 ¹⁄₈"

33A/35A RIM (388 CYL. ASSY. OR DT)
33/3527A (388 CYL. ASSY., TL OR DT)
33/3527A-F (388 CYL. ASSY. OR TL)

DEVICE APPLICATION SCHEDULE
33/3527A VERTICAL ROD DEVICE (TL OR DT)
33/3527A-F VERTICAL ROD DEVICE (TL)
33/3547A VERTICAL ROD DEVICE (TL OR DT)
33/3547A-F VERTICAL ROD DEVICE (TL)
33/3548A VERTICAL ROD DEVICE (TL OR DT)
33/3548A-F VERTICAL ROD DEVICE (TL)
33/3549A VERTICAL ROD DEVICE (TL OR DT)
33/3549A-F VERTICAL ROD DEVICE (TL)

NOTES: SEE MASTER SHEET #10001 FOR SUGGESTED REINFORCING

392-6 PULL

VON DUPRIN®

NOTES: SEE MASTER SHEET #10001 FOR SUGGESTED REINFORCING
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